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Unanswerable questions in maths

This is a dynamic list and you will never be able to meet certain standards of completeness. You can help by adding missing items with trusted sources. Wikipedia list article The Riemann zeta feature, the subject of the celebrated and influential unresolved problem known as the Riemann hypothesis Since the
Renaissance, every century has seen a solution to more mathematical problems than before the century, but many mathematical problems, both larger and smaller, are still unresolved. [1] These unresolved problems occur in several areas, including physics, computer science, algebra, analysis, combinatorial, algebraic,
differentiated, discrete and euclidean geometries, graph, group, model, number, set and Ramsey theories, dynamic systems, partial differentials, and so on. Some problems may belong to several mathematical disciplines and can be studied using techniques from different fields. Awards are often awarded for solving a
long-standing problem, and unresolved problems (such as the list of problems related to the Millennium Prize) receive considerable attention. This article contains a total of unresolved issues from many sources, including, but not limited to, authoritative lists. It does not claim to be comprehensive, not always up-to-date,
and contains problems that the mathematical community sees as central to both difficulty and science as a whole. The list of unresolved math problems Various mathematicians and organizations have published and promoted the list of unresolved math problems. In some cases, the lists are linked to the fees of the
solution explorers. List Number of Problems Unresolved or Not Fully Resolved Proposed Proposed Hilbert Problems [2] 23 15 David Hilbert 1900 Landau Problems [3] 4 Edmund Landau 1912 Taniyama Problems [2] 23 15 David Hilbert's Problems [3] 4 Edmund Landau 1912 Taniyama Problems [2] 23 1 5 David Hilbert's
Problems 4] 36 - Yutaka Taniyama 1955 Thurston 24 Questions[5][6] 24 - William Thurston 1982 Smale Problems 18 14 Stephen Smale 1998 Millennium Award Problems 7 6 [7] Clay Mathematics Institute 2000 Simon Problems 15 &lt; 12[8][9] Barry Simon 2000 Unresolved Problems in Mathematics in the 21st ro
Tanaka 2001 DARPA Math Challenges[11][12] 23 - DARPA 2007 Millennium Prize Problems The original seven Millennium Prize problems set by the Clay Mathematics Institute in 2000, six has yet to be resolved as of July, 2020:[7] P vs NP Hodge conjecture Riemann hypothesis Yang-Mills existence and mass gap
navier-stokes existence and smoothness of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture The seventh problem , the Poincaré conjecture, solved; [13] However, the generalization called the plain four-dimensional Poincaré conjecture, i.e. whether a four-dimensional topological sphere may have two or more equivalent smooth
structures, is still unresolved. [14] Unresolved Algebra The Bloch sphere is a representation of the qubit, the SIC-POVM forms a regular regular Zauner suggests that similar structures exist in complex Hilbert spaces, all finiter in size. Homological assumptions commutative algebra Finite grid depiction problem Hilbert
sixteenth problem Hilbert fifteenth problem Hadamard guessing Jacobson's conjecture Crouzeix's conjecture existence is perfect cubit and related cubit conaktz Zauner The assumption: existence of SIC-POVMs in all dimensions Wild problem: Classification of pairs of n×n matrices with concurrent conjugation and
problems within it, such as many classification problems Köthe guessing B irch-Tate guessing Serre the assumption II Bombieri-Lang conje Kaplansky kummer–Vandiver's inkling serre multicultural Pierce–Birkhoffjecture Eilenberg–Ganea conjectures Green conjecturegrothendieck-Katz p-curvature conjecture Sendov the
assumption Zariski-Lipman conjecture of the Dneister Notebook (Dnestrovskaya Tetrad) collects hundreds of unresolved problems algebra, especially ring theory and modulus theory. [15] Erlagol Notebook (Erlagolskaya Tetrad) collects unresolved problems with algebra and model theory. [16] Analysis The area of the
blue region is approaching the Euler-Mascheroni constant, which may or may not be a rational number. The four exponentials conjecture on the transcendence of at least one of four exponentials of combinations of irrationals[17] Lehmer's conjecture on the Mahler measure of non-cyclotomic polynomials[18] The Pompeiu
problem on the topology of domains for which some nonzero function has integrals that vanish over every congruent copy[19] Schanuel's conjecture on the transcendence degree of exponentials of linearly independent irrationals[17] Are γ {\displaystyle \gamma } (the Euler–Mascheroni constant), π + e, π − e, πe, π/e,
πe, π√2, ππ, eπ2, ln π, 2e, ee, Catalan's constant, or Khinchin's constant rational, algebraic irrational, or transcendental? What is the degree of irrationality in each number? [20] [21] [22] Vitushkin's hypothesis is an invariant subspace problem Kung-Traub guess[23] Regularity of solutions to the Vlasov-Maxwell
equations The convergence of Euler equations The Convergence of the Flint Hills series is a union-closed set of Combinatorrics Frankl: there is an element in each family of stocks closed below sums (from the underlying space) that belongs to half or more of the sets[24] The lone running assumption: if k + 1
(\displaystyle k+1} runners travel at different speeds in pairs in the unit length band, will each runner be lonely (i.e. at least the distance is 1 / ( k + 1 ) {\displaystyle 1/(k+1)} running from each other) for some time? [25] To model n-step self-avoiding walks. [26] Assumption 1/3-2/3: all partially ordered fini-based sets that
are not fully ordered, contain two x and y elements to y is a random linear extension between 1/3 and 2/3? [27] Provide a combinatorial interpretation of the Kronecker-100s. [28] Open questions about Latin squares The values of the Numbers M (n) (N) Dedekind for n ≥ 9 (\displaystyle n\geq 9}). [29] Ramsey numbers
values, especially R ( 5 , 5 ) {\displaystyle R(5,5)} Values of Van der Waerden numbers Dynamic systems The mandelbrot set is a detail. It is not known whether the Mandelbrot set will be connected locally or not. Collatz conjecture (3n + 1 conjecture) Lyapunov second method of stability - What classes odes, describing
dynamic systems, not the Lyapunov second method formulated in classical and canonically generalized forms determine the necessary and sufficient conditions for the (asymptotic) stability of movement? Furstenberg conjecture - All invariant and ergodic action in the × 2, × 3 {\displaystyle \times 2,\times 3} action in the
circle or Lebesgue or atomic? Margulis conjecture - Measure classification of diagonalizable measures by higher-ranking groups of MLC guessing - Is Mandelbrot set locally linked? Weinstein conjecture - Does the regular compact relationship image level out of the Hamiltonian with a sympathetic multipoint carry at least
one periodic trajectory in the Hamiltonian flow? Arnold-Givental conjecture and Arnold's conjecture – associated with the sympathetic geometry morse theory of Eremenko's assumption that every element of escape set a whole transcendental function limitless all reversible cellular automatics in three or more dimensions
are locally reversible? [30] Birkhoff hypothesis: if the pool table is strictly convex and integrable, is the boundary necessarily ellipse? [31] There are many problems with outside billiards, such as the appearance of billiards on a boundless trajectory compared to almost all convex polygons. Quantum Unique Ergodicity
Conjecture [32] Berry-Tabor Guessing Painlevé Guessing Games and Puzzles Combo Games Sudoku: What is the maximum number of givens in a minimal puzzle? [33] How many puzzles have exactly one solution? [33] How many puzzles are there with exactly one solution? [33] Tic-tac-toe variants: Due to the width
of the tic-tac-toe board, what is the smallest dimension to make x a guaranteed winning strategy? [34] What is the completeness status of Turing for all individual elementary cell vending machines? Games imperfect informationKalvous problem Geometry Algebraic geometry Abundance guessing Bass guessing Deligne
guessing Dixmier guessing Fröberg guessing Fujita conjecture Hartshorne assumptions [35] The Jacobian guessing Manin cture Mystery Maulik-Nekrasov –Okounkov–Pandharipande assumption of equivalence between the Gromov-Witten theory and the Donaldson-Thomas theory[36] Nakai guess The dissolution of
singularities in characteristic p (English: displaystyle p} Standard assumptions about algebraic cycles Examination of the imitation of Section Conjecture Tate's imitation of Virasoro Weight-monodromy conjecture Zariski multiplicity prayer[37] Differentialgeometry The conjecture of the filling area, that in euclidean space,
the hemisphere has a minimum area between hotkey-free surfaces, the boundary of which forms a closed arc of a given length[38] The hopf assumptions are characteristic of the curvature and Euler characteristic of larger dimensional Riemannian maniculous forms[39] the problem of the spherical Bernstein, the original
Bernstein problem Cartan-Hadamard conjecture : Can the classical isomeretry inequality of subsets of Euclid space be extended to spaces with non-positive curvatures , the so-called Cartan-Hadamard distributors? Carathéodory conjecturechern conjecture (affine geometry) Chern the assumption of hypersurfaces in
spheres Yau conjecture Yau's conjecture of the first eigenvalue closed curve problem: Find (explicit) necessary and sufficient conditions that determine if given two periodic functions in the same period, the integrated curve is closed. [40] Discrete geometry In three dimensions, the kissing number is 12, as 12 non-
overlapping spheres of units may come into contact with a central unit sphere. (Here the centers of the outer spheres form the peaks of the regular icosaeder.) Kissing numbers are known only in sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 24. Solving the happy ending problem with any n {\displaystyle n} [41] Finding upper and lower limits of
k sets and hare lines[42] The Hadwiger conjecture of covering n-dimensional convex bodies with nod-less copies[43] Find the lower and upper limits of Borsuk's problem with the number of smaller-diameter subsets needed to cover the bounded n-dimensional set. The problem with the Triangle in line layouts on the
triangles[44] The McMullen problem with converting dots to convex positions[45] Ulam's packaging assumption about the identity of the worst-packed convex solids[47] Spherical packaging problems, including the density of the densest packaging in sizes other than 1, 2, 3, 8 and 24, as well as its asymptotic behaviour to
large sizes. What is the asymptotic growth rate of wasted space packing unit squares in a semi-whole square? [48] For dimensions other than 1,2, 3, 4, 8, and 24 dimensions, the problem of kissing number[49] How many unit distances can be determined on the basis of the n points on the Euclidean plane? [50] Opaque
forest problem is correcting the lower and upper limit of the Heilbronn triangle problem. Kalai 3^d guesses about the smallest possible number of faces of centrally symmetrical polytopes. [51] The geometry of Euclid, Bellman, was lost in a forest— finding the shortest path that is guaranteed to reach the boundary of a
particular shape,[52] starting from an unknown point with Borromean rings,[52] with Borromean rings, are there three not so well-spaced spatial paths, not all three circles that cannot form this connection? [53] Danzer's problem and Conway's death — Danzer stocks Danzer stocks or bounded separation exists? [54]
Dissection into orthosystems – is it possible to simplify in all dimensions? [55] The Einstein problem – is there a two-dimensional form that forms a protocol for aperiodic tiling, but not for periodic tiling? [56] Erdős-Oler hypotheses that if n {\displaystyle n} circles are wrapped in n − 1 {\displaystyle n-1} circles, the same
size triangle is required as the packaging of n {\displaystyle n} circles[57] Falconer's hypothesis, whether the Hausdorff dimension is larger than d/2 (\displaystyle d/2} R d {\displaystyle \mathbb {R} ^{d}} is not a zero Lebesgue measure[58] An inked square problem, also known as Toeplitz's guess - is there an inked
square on each Jordanian curve? [59] Are Kakeya conjecture sets — not n {\displaystyle n} -dimensional sets that contain unit line segments in all directions necessarily equal to Hausdorff and Minkowski dimensions with n {\displaystyle n}? [60] The Kelvin problem in space divided into equal volume cells from the
minimum surface area, and the optimality of the Weaire-Phelan structure as a solution to the Kelvin problem[61] Lebesgue's universal cover problem on the convex shape in the minimum area in the plane, which can cover Moser's worm problem of any diameter[62] – what is the smallest area on a shape that covers all
the plane's unit-length curves? [63] The moving desios problem – what is the largest area of a shape that can be maneuvered through a unit-wide L-shaped corridor? [64] Shephard's problem (also known as Dürer's hypothesis) – does every convex polyheder have a mesh or a simple edge? [65] The Thomson problem –
what is the minimum energy configuration of n{\displaystyle n}, which are mutually repulsive particles in a unit sphere? [67] Uniform 5-polytops – to find and classify the entire set of these forms [68] Which problem is Rado – if the union is the finished area of many axis-parallel squares per unit, how small can the largest
area covered by a separate subset of squares be? [69] Atiyah's conjecture is Mahler's hypothesis of the amount of a centrally symmetrical convex body and polar volume. [70] The Barnettes hypotheses that barnette graphs and cycles show that each cubic two-part three-way plane chart has a hamiltonian cycle[71]
Chvatal's toughness, that there is a t-hard graph, that every t-hard graph is hamiltonian[72] The cycle is double spread and it is assumed that each bridgeless graph has a cycle family, which contains each edge twice[73] Refers to wooded-wooded cubic centimetre cycles[74] Linear arbori on decomcomroding graphs
disjoint unions of roads according to their maximum degree[75] The Groom guessing hamiltonian roads are symmetrical graphs[76] The Oberwolfach problem, on which the 2-tribal graphs of the property make the overall graph of the same number of peaks can be individual instances of that graph. [77] Graph coloring
and labeling A copy of the Erdős-Faber-Lovász cell count: a graph of four cliques of four peaks, any of which crosses at one vertex, can be four-color. Cereceda's hypothesis of the diameter of the coloring location of degenerate graphs[78] The Forest-Faber-Lovász conjecture of clique coloring unions[79] The Factory
Tree-Sumner assumption of the opening of graphs with forbidden induction wood[80] Hadwiger con A The hadwiger-nelson problem with the coloring of small-scale cliques in the chromatic number of distance graphs per unit[82] Jaeger Petersen coloring assumes that each cubic graph without a bridge has a cycle-
continuous mapping for the Petersen graph[83] The coloring conjecture of the list is that each graph, the chromatic index of the list is the same as the chromatic index[84] Total colouring cell cells of Behzad and Vizing, that the total chromatic number is up to two, plus the maximum degree[85] Graphing Albertson
assumes that the crossing number may be lower than the total graph crossing number with the same chromatic number[86] The Blankenship-Oporowski assumption is the book thickness of the subdistricts [87] Conway's trumpeting hypothesis[88] Harborth's hypothesis is that each flat chart can be drawn by a whole wind



length[89] Negami's assumption of the graph plane cover[90] The powerful Papadimitriou–Ratajczak con jecture that every polyhedral graph is a bulging greedy embedding [91] Turan brick factory problem – Is drawing the overall bilateral graph fewer intersections than the number given by Zarankiewicz? [92] Universal
point sets of subquadratic size of flat graphs[93] Graphs feature word representations of flat charts that can be displayed as (non-)words [94][95][96][97] The full graph K4, (such characterization in K4-free flat graphs [98]) is a classification of graphs with classification no. 3, i.e. graphs that can be represented in 3 copies
of each letter but cannot be represented by 2 copies of each letter [99] Can the line graph of non-word graphs always be represented by a word? [94] [95] [96] [97] Are there graphs on n peaks that require more than any letter floor (n/2) to be represented? [94] [95] [96] [97] Is it true that of all the two-party graphs, crown
graphs require the longest word representations? [100] The characterization of graphs depicted by the word is prohibited (induited) based on prohibited graphs. [94] [95] [96] [97] Which (difficult) problems can be translated into the words representing them and resolved (effectively) with words? [94] [95] [96] [97] Other
graph theory Conway 99-graph problem: is there a strongly regular graph with parameters (99,14,1,2)? [101] The Forest-Dawn assumption of large cliques or independent stocks is prohibited graphs[102] on graphs[102] GNRS speculating that the embedding of small-closed graph families l 1 {\displaystyle \ell _{1}} with
bounded distortion[103] Graham's gritty assumption is the number of descartes products in the graphs[104] Implicit graphs for the existence of implicit representations of slow-growing hereditary families are graphs[105] Jørgensen's assumption that that every 6-vertex-linked K6-minor-free graph is a top graph[106]
Meyniel's assumption that the cop number O (n) {\displaystyle O({\sqrt {n}})} [107] Does a Moore graph with grades 5 and 57 exist? [108] What is the largest possible path to the n-vertex cubic graph? [109] The reconstruction conjecture and the new digraph reconstruction are conjectures about whether the graph is
uniquely determined by the vertex-erased algraphs. [110] [111] The second neighbourhood problem: does each oriented graph include a vertex with at least as many peaks at distance two as at each distance? [112] Are there infinitely many highly regular geodetic graphs, or are there highly regular geodetic graphs that
are not Moore graphs? [113] Sumner's hypothesis is that all ( 2 n − 2 ) {\displaystyle (2n-2)} -vertex races include all n -\displaystyle n} -vertex oriented trees as graphs? [114] Tutte hypotheses that all graphs without bridges have a flow of zero 5 anywhere, and all graphs without a Petersen-minor--free bridge have zero 4-
flow anywhere[115] Vizing''a assumption about the prevailing number of descartes products in graphs[116] Group theory The free Burnside Group B ( 2 , 3 ) {\displaystyle B(2,3)} is finlined; in the Cayley graph shown here, all 27 elements are represented by a peak mark. The question is whether the B ( m , n )
{\displaystyle B(m,n)} group is finnitly finied remains open. Are all fini-presented periodic groups fini-fini-ed? The inverse Galois problem: is each fin ity group of the Galois group the Galois extension of the rational? For which positive integer is m, n is the free Burnside B group B(m,n) fini-fini- Is B(2, 5) particularly fini-fin?
Are all groups bypassed? Andrews-Curtis guessing Herzog-Schönheim conjecture No general moonlight exists? Is there an infinite number of Leinster groups? Guralnick–Thompson's conjecture[117] Problems with loop theory and quasi-group theory take into account the generalization of groups Kourovka Notebook is a
collection of unresolved problems in group theory, first released in 1965 and updated several times since. [118] Vaught's assumption of model theory and formal languages The Cherlin-Zilber hypothesis: A simple group whose first-order theory in 0 א is stable (\displaystyle \aleph _{0}} is a simple algebraic group above an
algebraically enclosed field. The main precipice, e.g. countless first-order theories, AE's and 1 א {\displaystyle \aleph _{1}} -saturated models, is a countable theory. [119] Determine the structure of Keisler's order[120][121] The inking of a stable field: all field, the first theory of which is stable, stable, Closed. Can the
theory of the above-Z field in the Laurent series be decidible?%{p}} decidable? the polynoms above C field {\displaystyle \mathbb {C} } ? ( BMTO ) Is Borel's monadic theory of this real-life order decidable? ( MTWO ) Is the monadic theory of well-ordering consistently decidable? [122] The image of a stable fork is simple
theories,[123] what number of fields does Hilbert's tenth problem hold? Let's say K is a class of models of a countable first-order theory that misses out on many types. If K has a samage model, א ω 1 {\displaystyle \aleph _{\omega _{1}}} has a samage continuum model? [124] Shelah's possible categorization
assumption: For each cardinal δ (\displaystyle \lambda }, there is a cardinal μ ( λ ) {\displaystyle \mu (\lambda )} that if an AEC K with LS(K) &lt; = λ {\displaystyle \lambda } is a μ ( λ ) (λ) (λ) (%displaystyle \mu (\lambda )} cardinals are categorical and then categorical among the cardinals above μ ( λ ) {\displaystyle \mu
(\lambda )} . [119] [125] Shelah's categorization assumption for L ω 1, ω {\displaystyle L_{\omega _{1},\omega }} : If a sentence categorically exceeds the Hanf number, it is categorical in all cardinals above the Hanf number. [119] Is there an L logic that corresponds to both the Beth property and the Δ-interpolation,
compact but not compliant with the interpolation property? [126] If the class of atomic models of a complete first-order theory is categorical in א n {\displaystyle \aleph _{n}}, is it categorical in all cardinals? [127] [128] Are all infinite, minimal fields typically zero algebraically closed? (Here, the minimum means that all
determinable subsets of the structure are finitable or co-ended.) Kueker's hypothesis[129] Is there an o-minimum first-order theory with trans-exponential (rapid growth) function? Does a finitlessly presented homogeneous structure have a finitated relational language with a finitated number of reductions? Do Henson
graphs have the finitar model property? The universality problem of C-free graphs: Which finite sets of C graphs are not the class of C-free countable graphs for a universal member under strong embedding? [130] The problem of the universality spectrum: Is there a first-order theory with a minimum universality
spectrum? [131] General star height problem Number theory General number 6 is a perfect number because it is the sum of the corresponding positive dealers, 1, 2 and 3. It is not known how many perfect numbers there are, and if any of them are strange. Grand Riemann hypothesis Generalized Riemann hypothesis
Riemann hypothesis n guessing abc guessing Szpiro is guessing Hilbert's ninth problem Hilbert's eleventh problem Hilbert twelfth problem Carmichael totient function conjecture Erdős-Straus guessing Wooded-Ulam problem Pillai's guessing Hall guessing The Lindelöf hypothesis and the consequence of the Riemann
zeta function zeros density hypothesis (see Montgomery's pair conjecture Hilbert-Sway guessing Grimm is guessing Leopoldt's guessing Scholz conjecture Doesn't exist strangely perfect numbers? Are there infinitely many perfect numbers? Are there quasi-perfect numbers? Are there strange strange numbers? Are
there any Lychrel numbers? Is 10 a lonely number? Catalan-Dickson guessing aliquot sequences Do any Taxicab(5, 2, n) exist n &gt; 1? Brocard's problem: the existence of whole numbers(n,m), so that n! + 1 = m2, except n = 4, 5, 7 Beilinson guessing Littlewood guessing Vojta's guessing Goormaghtigh guessing
conjecture Congruent number problem (the consequence of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer guessing, a Tunnell theorem) Lehmer totient problem: if φ (n) divides n − 1, should n primary? Are there infinitely many friendly numbers? Are there a couple of peaceful numbers that are contrary to parity? Are there a few relatively
primary peaceful numbers? Do you have an infinite number of betrotheds? Are there any pairs of engaged numbers that have the same parity? Gauss circle problem – how far can the total number of points be in the middle of a circle within the origón from the circle area? Piltz divisive problem, especially Dirichlet divisive
problem Exponent a few π a normal number (the digits are random)? [132] Casas-Alvero conjecture Sato–Tate conjecture: Find the constant value of De Bruijn-Newman, which can be written as the sum of three perfect cubes? [133] Forest-Moser problem: is 11 + 21 = 31 the only solution to the forest-moser equation? Is
there a cover system that is removed with strange different modules? [134] Singmaster's hypothesis: is there a finlining ceiling in the diversity of entries larger than 1 in the pascal triangle? [135] Assuming the uniqueness of the Markov numbers[136] Keating-Snaith's conjecture about the asympticity of the Riemann zeta
integral[137] Addit number theory See also: Problems with Beal's guessy Fermat Catalan conjectures In the waring problem of g(s) and g(s), The Lander, Parkin, and Selfridge are guessing Gilbreath's guessing Wooded guessing about the arithmetic progression of Wooded-Turan guessing the additives bases Pollock
octaeder numbers guessing Skolem problem Determines growth rate rk(N) (see Eyerédi theorem) Minimal overlap problem Do the Ulam numbers have positive density? Algebraic number theory Infinitely many real second-degree numeric fields with unique factorization (class number problem)? Characterization of all
algebraic number fields that have some kind of energy base. Stark guesses (including Brumer-Stark conjecture) Kummer-Vandiver guessing Greenberg's guesses Calculation Number Theory Whole Factorization: Can Whole Factorization Be Done in Polynomial Time? Prime numbers goldbach's inking states that any
even integer greater than 2 can be written as the sum of two prime numbers. Here it's illustrated in even insensit numbers 4-28. Goldbach Twin prime guessing Polignac is guessing Brocard's conjecture on Catalan Mersenne conjecture Agoh-Giuga guessing Dubner's inkling of Gaussian's varnch problem: is it possible to
find an endless sequence of different Gauss prime numbers that make the difference between successive numbers in the order bounded? New Mersenne guessing Erdős-Mollin-Walsh guessing Bunyakovsky is guessing Dickson's hypothesis Schinzel hypothesis H Are there infinitely many primary fours? Are there an
infinite number of cousins? Are there infinitely many sexy prime numbers? There are infinitely many Mersenne prime numbers (Lenstra-Pomerance-Wagstaff guesswork); equivalent, infinitely many even perfect numbers? Do you have an infinite number of Wagstaff primes? Is there an infinite number of Sophie Germain
primes? Are there infinitely many Pierpont prime numbers? Are there infinitely many regular prime numbers, and if so, the relative density of this − 1/2 {\displaystyle e^{-1/2}} ? For each given whole b, which is not a perfect force, and not the form −4k4 whole k, there are infinitely many repunit primes base b? Are there an
infinite number of Cullen primes? Do you have an infinite number of Woodall primes? There's an infinite number of Carol primes? Are there an infinite number of Kynea primes? Are there an infinite number of palindrom primes on every base? Are there infinitely many Fibonacci prime numbers? Is there an infinite number
of Lucas primes? Is there an infinite number of Pell primes? Are there infinitely many Newman-Shanks-Williams prime numbers? Are all Mersenne numbers primary index square-free? Are there an infinite number of Wieferich prime numbers? Do you have Wieferich's prime numbers on Base 47? Are there any
composite c satisfactory 2c − 1 ≡ 1 (mod c2)? Each given integer is a &gt; 0, there are infinitely many p's that ap − 1 ≡ 1 (mod p2)? [138] Prime p can meet 2p − 1 ≡ 1 (mod p2) and 3p − 1 ≡ 1 (mod p2) at the same time ? [139] Is there an infinite number of Wilson prime numbers? Are there an infinite number of
Wolstenholme prime numbers? Are there any Wall-Sun-Sun primes? For each whole &gt; 0, are there infinitely many Lucas-Wieferich prime numbers associated with the pair (a, −1)? (Especially if a = 1 is the fibonacci-wieferich prime number, and if a = 2 is the prime number Pell-Wieferich) All Fermat numbers 22n + 1
composite n &gt; 4 {\displaystyle n&gt;4} ? Are all Fermat numbers squared? For each given integer that is not square and not equal to −1, are there infinitely many prime numbers at the primitive root? Artin's hypothesis about primitive roots is 78,557 is the lowest Sierpiński number (the so-called Selfridge conjecture)? Is
509,203 the lowest Riesel number? K ≥ 1, b ≥ 2, c ≠ 0, gcd(k, c) = 1 and gcd(b, c) = 1, are there infinitely many prime numbers of the form (k×bn+c)/gcd(k+c,b−1) with the integer n ≥ 1? Fortune's assumption (that unlucky number is complex) Landau's problems Feit-Thompson conjecture Not all prime numbers appear in
the Euclid-Mullin order? Is the tétel tart minden természetes számok? Elliott-Halberstam sejtés problémák kapcsolódó Linnik tétel Keresse meg a legkisebb Skewes száma Állítsa be elmélet A probléma, hogy megtalálják a végső alap modell, az egyik, amely tartalmazza az összes nagy bíborosok. If ℵω is a strong limit
cardinal, then 2ℵω &lt; ℵω1 (see Singular cardinals hypothesis). The best bound, ℵω4, was obtained by Shelah using his pcf theory. Woodin's Ω-hypothesis. Does the consistency of the existence of a strongly compact cardinal imply the consistent existence of a supercompact cardinal? (Woodin) Does the Generalized
Continuum Hypothesis below a strongly compact cardinal imply the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis everywhere? Does there exist a Jónsson algebra on ℵω? Without assuming the axiom of choice, can a nontrivial elementary embedding V→V exist? Does the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis entail ♢ ( E cf  ( λ ) λ
+ ) {\displaystyle {\diamondsuit (E_{\operatorname {cf} (\lambda )}^{\lambda ^{+}}})} for every singular cardinal λ {\displaystyle \lambda } ? Does the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis imply the existence of an ℵ2-Suslin tree? Is OCA (Open coloring axiom) consistent with 2 ℵ 0 &gt; ℵ 2 {\displaystyle 2^{\aleph
_{0}}&gt;\aleph _{2}} ? Topológia Az ismeretlen probléma azt kérdezi, hogy van-e hatékony algoritmus annak azonosítására, hogy a csomódiagramon bemutatott alakzat valójában a unknot. Baum–Connes találgatás: Borel conjecture Hilbert–Smith sejtésmünk Mazur feltételezései[140] Novikov sejtéstávcső-
feltételezések, amelyek a Kötet találgatása, A Fehérfejű ekktuált, Zeeman-sejtési problémák, amelyeket 1995 óta megoldottak, itt illusztrált egy 2D-s sokpontos volt a legfontosabb eszköz grigori Perelman megoldása a Poincaré sejtés. Algebra Connes embedding problem (Zhengfeng Ji, Anand Natarajan, Thomas
Vidick, John Wright, Henry Yuen, 2020) Analysis Kadison–Singer problem (Adam Marcus, Daniel Spielman and Nikhil Srivastava, 2013)[141][142] (and the Feichtinger's conjecture, Anderson's paving conjectures, Weaver's discrepancy theoretic K S r {\displaystyle KS_{r}} and K S r ′ {\displaystyle KS'_{r}} conjectures,
Bourgain-Tzafriri conjecture and R ϵ {\displaystyle R_{\epsilon }} -conjecture) Combinatorics Erdős sumset conjecture (Joel Moreira , Florian Richter, Donald Robertson, 2018)[143] McMullen's g-conjecture on the possible numbers of faces of different dimensions in a simplicial sphere (also Grünbaum conjecture, several
conjectures of Kühnel)(Karim Adiprasito, 2018)[144][145] Hirsch conjecture (Francisco Santos Leal, 2010)[146][147] Game theory The angel problem (Various independent proofs, 2006)[148][149][150][151] Geometry Yau's conjecture (Antoine Song , 2018)[152] Pentagonal tiling (Michaël Rao , 2017)[153] Erdős
különböző távolságok problémája (Larry Guth, Netz Hawk Katz, 2011)[154] Heterogén csempézés-sejtés (Frederick V. Henle és James M. Henle, 2008)[155] Grafikon a Ringel elmélete a fák kecses címkézéséről (Richard Montgomery, BenNy Sudakov, Pokrovsky, 2020)[156][157] Hedetniemi's hypothesis for the
chromatic number of tensor products in the graphs (Yaroslavl Shitov, 2019)[158] Babai's problem (problem 3.3 in the Spectra of Cayley graphs) (Alireza Abdollahi, Maysam Zallaghi, 2015)[159] Alspach's cell (Darryn Bryant, Daniel Horsley, William Pettersson, 2014) Assumption by Scheinerman (Jeremie Chalopin and
Daniel Gonçalves, 2009)[160] Forest-Menger conjecture (Aharoni, Berger 2007)[161] Road-coloring conjecture (Avraham Trahtman , 2007)[162] Group theory Hanna Neumann conjecture (Mineyev, 2011)[163] Density item (Namazi, Souto, 2010)[164] Full classification of finitane simple groups (Harada, Solomon, 2008)
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